Contractor Central Bridges the Gap Between Payroll & Sage

In the past, Sage300CRE (Timberline) customers who wanted to outsource payroll needed to maintain payroll information in both Sage and outsourced HCM system, perform dual entry of employees and projects in both systems and then reconcile the general ledger. That was then.

As a certified Sage Development Partner and 35+ years experience in the industry, Integrated Design's (IDI) helps Sage300CRE users save time and money by automating the critical data exchange between Sage300 and Payroll. IDI's integration solution, Contractor Central, allows companies to benefit from their preferred ERP functionality in Sage while outsourcing the compliance risk of payroll, HR and time & attendance to payroll. Contractor Central delivers the data exchange that contractors need to transfer project data, general ledger and detailed job cost between systems.

**Elaborate Dual Entry**
IDI's Contractor Central software uses direct database access into Sage300CRE to retrieve all of the project information to send to the outsourced time and attendance system.

**Send Job Costing and GL Information to Sage**
Contractor Central retrieves payroll related expenses and calculates the critical labor and benefit burden to send detailed costs for each job and general ledger journal entries from the previous pay period.

**Automate Wage Decisions**
For Davis Bacon projects or union jobs, Contractor Central ensures that your employees are being paid correctly and that you're in compliance with government contracts by automating the wage decisions for contract mandated prevailing wages, union wage scales and fringe benefits.
Use Contractor Central to **reduce costs and errors**, and optimize your existing Human Capital Management and ERP systems.

**HOW YOU BENEFIT**

1. Use your preferred ERP (Sage300CRE) and outsourced HCM without dual maintenance
2. Eliminate compliance risk and costs of running payroll in-house
3. Upload detailed wages, taxes AND benefit burden costs to each job from the HCM system each pay cycle (in addition to General Ledger transactions)
4. Customization for prevailing wage and union rules (optional)
5. More accurate reporting and forecasting
6. Eliminate costly and error prone manual entry in multiple systems

**The industry leader in employee data integration.**

Integrated Design (IDI) has 35+ years of experience working with 30,000 companies from diverse industries including hundreds of contractors or other construction clients. We have helped thousands of companies **automate very manual and time consuming processes** that were previously being done on paper or spreadsheets. Our solutions integrate with Time & Attendance, Payroll, Human Resources, Point-of-Sale, ERP, Mobile, and many other systems to help enforce a company’s specific pay policies and transfer data.